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ABSTRACT
Semantic text annotations have been a key factor for supporting
computer applications ranging from knowledge graph construction
to biomedical question answering. In this systematic review, we
provide an analysis of the data models that have been applied to
semantic annotation projects for the scholarly publications avail-
able in the CORD-19 dataset, an open database of the full texts of
scholarly publications about COVID-19. Based on Google Scholar
and the screening of specific research venues, we retrieve seven-
teen publications on the topic mostly from the United States of
America. Subsequently, we outline and explain the inline semantic
annotation models currently applied on the full texts of biomedical
scholarly publications. Then, we discuss the data models currently
used with reference to semantic annotation projects on the CORD-
19 dataset to provide interesting directions for the development of
semantic annotation models and projects.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Document representation; •Applied
computing → Annotation; • Computing methodologies →
Knowledge representation and reasoning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, scholarly literature is ever-changing and growing daily
due to the regular discoveries on new scientific facts and findings,
particularly related to the exploration of new fields of interest or
the development of novel research methods [52]. In late 2019, a new
infectious disease called COVID-19, characterized by acute respira-
tory symptoms and induced by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, has emerged
causing a widespread pandemic by March 2020 [27]. In the context
of this evolving outbreak, new scholarly papers appear every day
to study the multidisciplinary facets of the disease ranging from
molecular and clinical aspects of the infection [13, 27] to microbial
safety [23]. The set of these COVID-19-related scholarly publica-
tions is considered as big data distinguished by its volume, variety,
velocity, and veracity [48] and is consequently hard to process by
humans due to the rapidly changing patterns of the COVID-19
information involved in research outputs and to the growing num-
ber of scholarly findings and evidence about the medical condition
[13]. The high volume of unstructured information available on
COVID-19 is hard to process without sophisticated infrastructure
[48] and complex computational models, based on machine learn-
ing and natural language processing techniques [50]. Alternatively,
leveraging semantically structured representations of knowledge,
such as Wikidata’s COVID-19 Knowledge Graph [58, 61], enables
the design of computational methods to explore, analyze, and inte-
grate COVID-19-related information in decision-support systems
with ease. Such semantic resources allow both manual explorations
by domain experts and automatic processing by computational
methods, which makes them useful in a variety of scenarios, from
tracking epidemiological evolution [45] to generating public health
recommendations [20, 62], and supporting different informative
[21] or didactic [22] needs.
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However, the development of knowledge graphs is only possi-
ble through the extraction of the semantic features of scientific
knowledge from textual resources such as scholarly papers [28].
This can be simply done by applying the process of identifying
and marking semantic information in raw texts to generate in-line
semantic annotations of biomedical texts [28]. In the context of
the COVID-19 outbreak, the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelli-
gence and other partner institutions have issued an open dataset
of scholarly publications about the infectious pandemic (so-called
CORD-191) to motivate the development of tools for the seman-
tic annotation of COVID-19 information and consequently for the
generation of open COVID-19 knowledge graph [63]. Since the
development of the CORD-19 dataset, many efforts have been made
to build efficient tools for the semantic annotation of COVID-19
research publications. Developed projects have been hosted on
linked data interfaces such as OpenLink Virtuoso [37] and BRAT
[14, 41] to allow the sustainable enrichment of the CORD-19 dataset
with annotations by human efforts and machines and the reuse and
integration of the generated semantic information using flexible
user-friendly interfaces, APIs and federated SPARQL queries to
identify and validate COVID-19 knowledge [26, 37].

In this systematic review, we will study the data models currently
used for the in-line semantic annotation of the full texts of CORD-19
scholarly publications. We will begin by presenting the methods for
the identification of evidences about the text annotation of scholarly
publications about the COVID-19 pandemic (Section 2). Then, we
will outline how CORD-19 semantic annotation project operates
thanks to an in-depth analysis of research papers (Section 3). After
that, we will describe the features of the data models used for the
CORD-19 semantic annotations (Section 4). Later, we discuss these
data models by outlining several practical limitations of the models
used by CORD-19 annotation projects (Section 5). Finally, we will
conclude the status of the efforts for the semantic annotation of
biomedical research papers and identify future directions for this
research work (Section 6).

2 PROPOSED APPROACH
Most of the main initiatives about the text annotation of CORD-
19 scholarly publications have been shown during the two NLP
COVID-19 Workshops2 occurring during ACL 2020 and EMNLP 2020
conferences, the two SciNLP workshops3 held during AKBC 2020
and AKBC 2021 conferences, and the online meetings on CORD-19
semantic annotations hosted by the World Wide Web Consortium4.
That is why we screen the publications of these research venues
to identify primary research publications about the semantic text
annotations of the CORD-19 scholarly publications. As well, we
search for the other papers related to the topic by applying "Annota-
tion" AND ("CORD-19" OR "CORD19") as a query to Google Scholar5.
As of December 10, 2021, 473 publications have been analyzed to
identify the relevant evidences about the CORD-19 semantic an-
notation projects: 17 projects from theW3C Semantic Annotation
Projects’ Showcases, 108 publications from COVID-19 NLP-related

1https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/CORD-19-research-challenge
2https://www.nlpcovid19workshop.org/
3https://scinlp.org/
4https://github.com/w3c/hcls/wiki/CORD-19-Semantic-Annotation-Projects
5https://scholar.google

Table 1: CORD-19 semantic annotation projects per data
model: Named Entity Annotation (NE), Concept-Based Re-
lation Annotation (CR), Action-Based Relation Annotation
(AR), and Sentence Annotation (S)

Work Country Data Models

Hope (2021) [24] USA-SWE-ISR NE, AR
Colic (2020) [14] SUI NE
Du (2021) [17] USA NE, CR

Esteva (2021) [19] USA S
Huang (2020) [25] USA S
Ilievski (2020) [26] USA-BRA NE, CR

Lymperopoulos (2020) [35] USA NE
Michel (2020) [37] FRA NE, S

Piad-Morffis (2020) [41] CUB-ESP NE, AR
Reese (2021) [46] USA NE, CR

Tykhonov (2020) [59] NED-UKR NE, CR
Wang (2021) [64, 65] USA NE, CR, S

Suryanarayanan (2021) [54] USA-KEN-ISR S
Logette (2021) [33] SUI NE, CR
Basu (2020) [5] IND NE, CR

Wolinski (2021) [66] FRA NE

research events, and 348 Google Scholar query search results. After
the screening process, only seventeen publications have been iden-
tified as relevant for our systematic review. Seven of them (41.2%)
are related to theW3C Semantic Annotation Projects’ Showcases and
six of them (35.3%) were shown in COVID-19 NLP-related research
workshops. We screen the research evidences to find their data
models for the semantic annotation of CORD-19 research papers
as well as the target of the annotation projects.

3 ANALYSIS OF RETRIEVED PAPERS
We found out that most of the CORD-19 semantic annotation
projects were led by the United States of America (9 out of 17) as
shown in the Table 1. This goes in line with the current status of the
computer science research where the USA dominates the field for
years from the perspective of productivity and citations [51]. Other
countries were featured in ten publications led by Switzerland, Is-
rael and France with two research papers for each. In this section,
we analyze the Methods part of these publications to identify the
data models used for representing annotations (e.g., named entity
annotation). As well, we retrieve the purposes of developing inline
CORD-19 semantic annotation projects (e.g.,NLP andML tasks) and
subsequently deduce the influence of the motivation of developing
such annotation projects on the design of data models.

3.1 Models
When investigating the data models in the research publications
(Table 1), we found a large interest to apply named entity annota-
tion (14 out of 17, 82.3%) to the CORD-19 dataset. This is explained
by the availability of annotation tools, pre-trained language models,
and machine learning models that allow such a task with very sig-
nificant accuracy rates [37]. Beyond this, Table 1 reveals that seven
works are interested to link between semantically related named

https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/CORD-19-research-challenge
https://www.nlpcovid19workshop.org/
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https://github.com/w3c/hcls/wiki/CORD-19-Semantic-Annotation-Projects
https://scholar.google
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Table 2: CORD-19 semantic annotation projects per target:
Knowledge graph (KG), Dashboard (D), Question Answering
(QA), Generator of Hypertext Links (H ), Research Analysis
(RA), Search Engine (SE), and Text Summarization (TS)

Work KG D QA Others

Hope et al. (2021) [24] ✓ SE
Colic et al. (2020) [14] SE, TS
Du et al. (2021) [17] RA

Esteva et al. (2021) [19] ✓ TS, SE
Huang et al. (2020) [25] RA
Ilievski et al. (2020) [26] ✓

Lymperopoulos et al. (2020) [35] H
Michel et al. (2020) [37] ✓ ✓ ✓

Piad-Morffis et al. (2020) [41] ✓
Reese et al. (2021) [46] ✓

Tykhonov et al. (2020) [59] ✓
Wang et al. (2021) [64, 65] ✓ ✓ ✓

Suryanarayanan et al. (2021) [54] ✓
Logette et al. (2021) [33] ✓ RA
Basu et al. (2020) [5] ✓

Wolinski et al. (2021) [66] ✓

entity annotations in scholarly texts to form concept-based relation
annotations using a variety of embedding techniques and machine
learning algorithms. The common use of concept-based relation
annotations is evident as the complexity of such an annotation
is reduced where named entity annotations are available. Despite
the dependency of many works on these two data models, there
are several works that tried to develop the use of other types of
semantic annotation for the CORD-19 scholarly publications (7 out
of 17, 41.2%). Five works were interested in annotating sentences
instead of being based on named entity to develop semantic an-
notations. Here, the software requirements are not advanced as
annotations will be assigned as labels to whole sentences and there
is no need to go inside every sentence to assign their relation types
or their topics. As well, two works have investigated the use of
Action-Based Relation Annotation as a data model for annotating
CORD-19 scholarly publications. In this situation, scientists tried
to identify relation types using the text span annotation of the
phrasal verbs standing for them in the sentences. The aim of such
an annotation is to restrict the use of relation types in the CORD-19
semantic annotation to the generic ones [24, 41].

3.2 Targets
To highlight why four different data models are used for CORD-19
semantic annotations, we extracted the reasons of the considered
annotation projects. We found out most of the works (9 out of 17,
52.9%) that use named entity annotation coupled with concept-
based or action-based relation annotation aim to the creation of
knowledge graphs about COVID-19 from the analyzed scholarly
publications as clearly shown in Table 2. Other minor reasons for
such a combination can range from driving CORD-19 search en-
gines to the analysis of the COVID-19 research outputs. As for
sentence annotation, it is used alongside named entity annotation

to drive question answering systems about the pandemic. This us-
age of sentence annotation is encouraged by the long-term use of
natural language texts within the framework of the TREC initia-
tives for answering questions as natural language texts are human-
readable and provide details that are not always represented in
fully-structured knowledge graphs [19]. Both named entity-based
annotations and sentence-based annotations are used in several
research papers (4 out of 17, 23.5%) to feed COVID-19 dashboards
visualizing aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic and disease as re-
vealed by scholarly publications. On the one hand, this is explained
by the easiness of extracting features from knowledge graphs, par-
ticularly when represented in the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) Format, using a variety of tools including APIs and query
languages like SPARQL [58]. On the other hand, the availability of
open-source analytics tools, particularly Python and R packages,
that generate quality visualizations from a processed input, allowed
the creation of real-time human-friendly graphic representations
of structured information, including the CORD-19 semantic anno-
tations [67].

4 DATA MODELS
Semantic annotation projects for the CORD-19 dataset use linked
data formats such as RDF, XML, and JSON to represent in-line
semantic information [37] and mainly rely on text span annota-
tions to extract semantic features at the level of sentences [25] and
named entities [35] as shown in Figure 1. Text span annotations
are made and aligned to external resources thanks to human efforts
[41] or fine-grained annotation automation tools such as PubTa-
tor6, SciSpacy7, DBpedia Spotlight8, Entity-fishing9, NCBO BioPor-
tal Annotator10, and Annotator+11 [37, 64]. Such annotations are
later enriched with other similar semantic annotations using deep
learning techniques like convolutional neural networks and Long
Short-Term Memory and language models such as BERT, ELMo,
and GloVe [17, 25, 35]. These annotations can be restricted to iden-
tifying concepts or sentences in an excerpt [41, 59] or expanded to
annotate the classes of recognized items [25, 37]. Although word

Figure 1: Types of text span annotation models

and graph embeddings can be used to identify the links between an-
notated named entities for the automatic construction of knowledge
graphs [12], particularly in the context of the CORD-19 Research
Dataset [26, 46, 64], several projects have chosen to perform in-
line annotations of semantic relations to ensure the verifiability
of generated statements based on user contributions and robust
computer methods [24, 41]. When validated by a panel of clinical

6https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/
7https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
8https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/
9https://github.com/kermitt2/entity-fishing
10https://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator
11https://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotatorplus

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/research/pubtator/
https://allenai.github.io/scispacy/
https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/
https://github.com/kermitt2/entity-fishing
https://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator
https://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotatorplus
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specialists, these relation annotations can serve as a benchmark
for an explainable and more trustworthy machine learning-based
retrieval of biomedical and clinical semantic relations [71].

The data models for annotating biomedical relations include
concept-based annotation models [46], action-based annotation
models [24, 41], and sentence annotation models [37] as shown in
Figure 2. The concept-based relation annotation models link be-
tween annotated concepts using relation annotations where the
property is a non-taxonomic (biomedical) or taxonomic (generic or
temporal) relation type [46]. The action-based relation annotation
models depend on the text span annotation of the terms corre-
sponding to the evocated relation type as actions and link them
with concepts using a limited number of generic properties [24, 41].
The sentence relation annotation models assign an explanation
string or a piece of semantic information [37] to a sentence repre-
sented as a text span annotation. In this section, we will provide
details of the different data models used for the text span annotation
and the semantic relation annotation of biomedical texts, in the
context of the pandemic.

Figure 2: Types of semantic relation annotation models

4.1 Named entity annotation
Named entity annotation is a process that combines named entity
recognition and entity linking [14]. The output of a named entity
annotation includes the definition of the beginning and end of the
annotated text span, assigned labels as well as external identifiers
linking the annotation to items in external knowledge resources
such as Wikidata and Wikipedia as shown in Figure 3 [37, 64].
Named Entity Recognition (NER) identities concepts in a given sen-

Figure 3: XML Structured Representation of named entity
annotations in a sample excerpt about COVID-19

tence and assigns them to their corresponding classes (e.g., disease,
medication, etc.) or a general class entitled “entity” or “concept”
[39]. NER systems can be categorized as (i) Knowledge-based NER
systems that do not require annotated training data as they rely on

specific resources and domain-specific knowledge. Figure S1 out-
lines an unsupervisedmethod for NER applied to biomedical context
through the use of semantic resources including UMLS Metathe-
saurus and through classification based on "signature" similarity
[70]. (ii) Unsupervised systems that require training data expressing
features including orthography (e.g., capitalization), the context of
the entity, words contained within named entities, etc. (iii) Feature-
engineered supervised systems that learn to make predictions by
training inputs and their expected outputs. (iv) Feature-inferring
neural network systems based on neural network architectures for
NER, with feature vectors and word embedding models including
different granularity levels such as word and character [68–70].
NER is closely related to entity linking (EL), aiming to align the
entities mentioned in a text with reference to a knowledge base, e.g.,
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) in the biomedical domain
[49]. Linked entities are useful for correcting the classification of
entity types. Exploring approaches for jointly performing NER and
EL enhances entity type classification, and entity linking, so that
each subtask benefits from the partial output by the subtasks, and
alleviates error propagations [14]. This can be achieved through
the application of knowledge graph-based semantic similarity mea-
sures and word embeddings to assess the semantic features of the
annotated concepts and use them later to verify the consistency of
their assignment to a given class [31].

NER as an annotation goal can be taken from two sides: Mul-
ticlass classification means a classification task with more than
two classes; e.g., classify a set of images of fruits which may be or-
anges, apples, or pears. Multiclass classification assumes that each
sample is assigned to one and only one label: a fruit can be either an
apple or a pear but not both at the same time. Also, the specificity
degree of the class representing the concept is so important for
the end-user application such as Disease and Symptom. Multilabel
classification assigns to each sample a set of target labels. This can
be thought of as predicting properties of a data point that are not
mutually exclusive, such as topics that are relevant for a document.
A text might be about any of religion, politics, finance, or education
at the same time or none of these. Researchers giving multi-labeled
classification NER annotation methods are very limited [39].

The annotation granularity process aims to provide an anno-
tation level. This means that the annotation attempts not only to
go into a deeper analysis of the documents but also to consider a
fine-granularity [15]. The term "terminal renal insufficiency" will
be annotated on different levels. First of all, the complete term "ter-
minal renal insufficiency" will be annotated as a medical condition,
which is closest to the UMLS entry. Besides, "renal insufficiency"
and "insufficiency" will be also annotated as Medical_Condition to
achieve a fine granularity. Furthermore, strings such as "terminal"
will be annotated as Medical Specification and "renal" as Body Part.
There are different reasons for the detailed annotation level. Firstly,
"terminal renal insufficiency" is the most specific term which in-
cludes all other information [15]. Often NER systems target the
longest and most specific match. However, UMLS might not cover
necessarily all variants. A fine granularity might help at a later
stage to learn larger constructs (e.g., adjective + compound noun)
that are not in the dictionary. Multiword expressions (MWE) con-
sist of several words (in the conventionally understood sense) but
behave as single words to some extent. MWE discovery methods
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treat some specific categories according to the linguistic properties
(compound nouns, verb construction, etc.) [15]. Several approaches
are proposed including specific pipelines dependent form tech-
niques, language, and resources [See Appendix A in [15]]. The seed
term collection step is about collecting seed terms for entity classes,
upon which signature vectors of the classes will be generated in the
third step. In biomedical related applications, for example, classes
of entities are defined by users by choosing the corresponding
UMLS-specific concepts [39]. Then, the boundary detection step is
to detect the boundaries of entities, collecting candidates for entity
classification. To remove those noun phrases that are not entities of
interest, researchers employ an inverse document frequency (IDF)
based technique to filter candidates generated by the NP chunker
[39]. Finally, for the last step, entity classification aims to obtain
entities of the same class tending to have similar vocabulary and
context. For example, in clinical text, the word “insufficiency” is
highly likely to be inside an entity of class “Problem”, but not “Treat-
ment” or “Test” [39]. The compound nouns like "renal insufficiency"
are determined using specific resources like UMLS based on MWE
methods. The similarity-based method exploits the distributional
semantics. For the signature generation as presented in Figure S2,
it is a vector of internal and context words for a certain object.

4.2 Concept-based relation annotation
In several situations, named entity annotations are expanded to link
related concepts together for developing a structured annotation
of semantic relations presented by the analyzed excerpt. This anno-
tation type is known as concept-based relation annotation [24, 40].
The design of concept-based relation annotation models only repre-
sents named entities as text span annotations [46]. Any other type
of information including the relations between identified concepts,
the references of the annotated relations, and annotation alignment
information is represented as structured metadata of the annota-
tions [64]. Here, the relations are labeled by their types (e.g., direct
up-regulation and indirect up-regulation for biological processes)
and are assigned to the named entities representing their subjects
and objects to appear as arrows linking between concepts in user-
friendly interfaces [46]. This implies that the annotation data model
should support every type of biomedical relations concerned by
the annotation process as a distinct category to efficiently work
[46]. Concept-based relation annotation represents the attributes
and references as qualifiers in the form of triples (so-called reifi-
cation) where the subject is the original relation, the property is
the type of the attribute or reference and the object is a value or an
annotated named entity just similarly to the Wikidata knowledge
graph [30, 58, 61]. The choice of the information represented by
the qualifiers of the annotations is decided by the creators of the
data models of the projects according to the context of the work
[30]. An example is shown in Figure 4.

In both annotation types, the choice of the categories to represent
classes of relations or named entities depends on several variables
and constraints. The coverage of the relation types depends on
the scope (e.g., genomic data or clinical information) and purpose
(e.g., knowledge graph creation or biomedical text summarization) of
the annotation. Several projects choose to annotate limited types
of concepts and relations such as biological processes [24] while

Figure 4: Example semantic annotation using concept-based
annotation model

several other initiatives tend to be more exhaustive covering many
aspects of biomedical and clinical knowledge [60]. Furthermore,
annotation projects can also choose a certain level of abstraction to
label the annotations with general categories (i.e., the hypernym of
the type of annotation such as concept, direct mechanism, and indi-
rect mechanism) or with extremely detailed categories describing
the characteristics of the annotated named entity or relation further
than the annotation type (i.e., the hyponym of the type of annota-
tion such as non-drug symptomatic treatment) [24, 60]. Moreover,
annotation projects try to avoid interference between chosen cate-
gories to ensure a unique representation of semantic annotations
[10] and an insignificant ambiguity in the usage and interpretation
of semantic annotations [11]. This implies the elimination of in-
verse properties and of similar or closely related categories that
are difficult to differentiate using semantic similarity measures and
word embeddings [31] to avoid errors of representations and redun-
dancy [10, 11]. The choice of the categories should inform us of the
complexity of the classification of semantic relations in biomedical
texts and should be a determining factor in the accuracy of machine
learning semantic annotation algorithms [57].

4.3 Sentence annotation
As clearly shown above, sentence annotation models include every
sentence of an assessed excerpt in a single text span annotation
[25]. Similar to named entity annotations, each sentence annotation
is characterized by its start position, end position, and its assigned
label [18]. The label can be just a mention that the text span an-
notation corresponds to a sentence, especially when using simple
annotation tools such as Hypothesis (https://web.hypothes.is/) [8]
and when the sentence annotations are coupled with named entity
annotations to allow better semantic link prediction by only consid-
ering named entities included in the same sentences [59]. The label
can also be a class involved in a set of categories describing a linguis-
tic or functional feature of the sentence [25]. Chosen categories can
reflect the intonation of the sentence such as confirmation, uncer-
tainty, denial, warning, judgment, advice or irony [47, 55], a rhetoric
relation (e.g., contrast, correction, conclusion, and support), or a gram-
matical feature (e.g., polarity and strength) the sentence represents
[55]. Categories can also serve to identify and characterize the main
outcomes of a research paper by representing the context of the
sentence such as the author of the sentence and the time and place
of its statement [55] or such as the link of the sentence with the
process of a research project or with the metadata of a research
paper driving Bibliometric-Enhanced Information Retrieval [7, 25].
Categories representing the process of a research project include hy-
pothesis, background, purpose, method, and finding or contribution
as shown in Figure S3 [25]. Bibliographic metadata like specified
keywords, locations of stated co-authoring institutions, scholarly

https://web.hypothes.is/
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references, the source of the publication including the sentence or
declared research grants are assigned as labels for sentence annota-
tions where such information or their synonyms or related terms
are mentioned in the full text of scholarly publications [7, 37].

Sometimes, sentence annotations can be assigned labels explain-
ing the meaning of the identified phrase. In such a situation, the
labeling categories should be defined in a way to respect the con-
straints described in the “Named entity annotation and Concept-
Based Relation annotation” section. Annotated labels can be the
type of relation expressed by the sentence or a named entity in-
cluded in the phrase [37, 59]. The label can also be a natural lan-
guage raw text such as a question having the annotated sentence as
an answer as in the CovidQA dataset [19] or an excerpt in another
research publication similar or related to the sentence summarizing
or explaining it [29, 32]. It can also be a semantic statement in a
knowledge graph or an ontology such as DBPedia and Wikidata as
shown in Figure 2 [37]. In that situation, the annotation is called a
sentence-based relation annotation and assigns a natural language
sentence to machine-readable semantic information to provide a
database for biomedical relation extraction from scholarly publica-
tions [71]. When combined with other sentence annotations and
with named entity annotations, such a relation annotation allows
the linguistic analysis of biomedical texts for the automation of
natural question answering, biomedical text summarization, and
knowledge graph creation and refinement [29, 37, 59]. Examples
for every type of sentence annotation are shown in Table S1.

4.4 Action-based relation annotation
Action-based annotation models use Subject-Action-Target triplets
as the core semantic element in sentences. The Action identifies a
word or phrase that expresses an event, often appearing as a verbal
construction, although it can also appear in any other grammatical
role [24, 42]. The Subject identifies which entities are performing
the given action, while the Target identifies entities that receive the
effect of the action. An example of this annotation model is SAT+R
[42], which is represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Examples of semantic annotations using SAT+R

The SAT+R annotation model defines several semantic layers
to annotate in a sentence. First, the most relevant Concepts and
Actions are identified in the text. An action can be linked to a
concept by the subject or the target relation, with the semantic
meaning explained above. Furthermore, actions can also be linked
to other actions, which allows the annotation of composite concepts.

Two additional entities are defined, Reference, which indicates a
missing reference, and Predicate, which allows the construction of
concepts based on filters or properties.

Predicates define a domain and one or more arguments that
identify which is the entity the predicate refers to, and additional
semantic elements, respectively. An example of both annotations
can be seen in the final sentence in Figure 5. Predicates in SAT+R
should not be confused with the role of predicates in RDF (actually,
that role is closely related to Action in SAT+R). The purpose of
predicates in SAT+R is to construct complex concepts by attaching
qualifiers to an atomic concept. As an example, in the third sentence
in Figure 5, the concept people is qualified by the predicate over
with an argument of 60 years. This creates a composite concept
that represents the people whose age is over 60 years, where the
meaning of over is to be taken from context. Then, connecting
affects with over as its target indicates that who is affected by the
subject of the action is not all people, but only those that fulfill
the predicate. This model also defines a set of four ontological
relations: is-a, part-of, has-property, and same-as, with the usual
semantics. These relations can link any of the four entity types.
Their purpose is to annotate structural elements, as they could be
defined in a taxonomy or ontology. Two additional relations are
causes and entails which correspond to the concepts of causality
and entailment. Their difference is that causality requires an explicit
mechanism by which a concept or action determines the causation
of another, while entailment is a logical relation that does not imply
causation. Furthermore, three contextual relations are defined, in-
time, in-place, and in-context, which allow the definition of events
or actions that only occur when conditioned by the existence or
occurrence of other concepts or actions.

Finally, the model defines four attributes: emphasized, dimin-
ished, uncertain, and negated. The first two allow capturing the
grammatical function of augmentatives and diminutives without
recurring to the annotation of adverbs or other grammatical ele-
ments. The third allows the definition of uncertain events, and the
fourth, the annotation of negation. An example of an emphasized
concept is present in the last sentence, in the word affects, which is
being modified by the adverb mainly. The use of the emphasized
attribute on affects represents this notion of emphasis while de-
taching its semantic meaning from the surface form of whatever
adverb or adjective is being used. Similarly, words like sometimes
or possibly could hint at the use of the uncertain attribute on a
concept or action, again to detach the semantic meaning from the
surface textual form.

Dealing with negation in a semantic annotation model such as
SAT+R is complex because it is not immediately obvious what the
negation of a concept means, and what is the scope. The most
straightforward case is when an action is negated (e.g., Asthma does
not affect the digestive system). In this case, the negation particles
are not annotated, but rather the action itself is marked with the
negated attribute. The scope of the negation affects only the ac-
tion, and it represents a logical statement equivalent to saying that
the triplet <Asthma,affects,digestive-system> is false in the domain.
However, sometimes it is necessary to negate ontological relations
(e.g., Asthma is not a cancer). In this case, the negation attribute
is attached to the target of the relation, which yields the triplet
<Asthma,is-a,not(cancer)>. In this case, the negation of a concept
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is interpreted as the complement of the concept in the domain,
e.g.,everything that is not cancer, which is logically equivalent to
negating the is-a relation. Similar reasoning is applied to all the
remaining relations, where the negation operator takes a semantic
interpretation that stems from the semantic of that relation.

The guiding principle behind the design of SAT+R is to annotate
the most significant semantic elements in text with the least possi-
ble reliance on grammar and syntax. It has been inspired in other
general-purpose annotation models such as AMR [4] but it has been
simplified to improve the performance of both human annotators
and automatic systems. Although it was designed for general do-
main text, it has been used mostly for annotation documents in the
health domain, both in English [41] and Spanish language [43].

5 DISCUSSION
When seeing the methods used by semantic annotation projects
in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, we found that a signifi-
cant part of them is built upon manual annotations or knowledge
graphs, particularly Wikidata, as shown in Section 4. Despite the
possibility of the automatic retrieval of COVID-19 information from
scholarly publications using semantic embeddings and machine
learning, the availability of manual semantic annotation projects
for CORD-19 datasets is explained by the usefulness of these an-
notations to provide more accuracy to information retrieval tasks
[6]. Driving computer applications by manually curated semantic
resources including annotated datasets and biomedical ontologies
can open ways to explore the reasons behind the deficiency of
automatic annotation algorithms and to have a more trustworthy
output that does not conflict with human knowledge [56]. The anal-
ysis of the findings returned by the CORD-19 annotation projects
(particularly F-measures) with the outputs of the Sections 3 and
4 provides interesting insights into the efficiency of semantic an-
notation models and methods. On the one hand, when comparing
human semantic annotations with automatic ones, it is clear that
knowledge resources-based systems12 for the identification and
classification of semantic annotations based on word embeddings
and neural networks [17, 24, 35] are more efficient than the human
annotation efforts and the automatic annotation methods driven by
a corpus of manual annotations [41]. This situation is significant for
named entity annotations but is more critical for the text span anno-
tations of actions [24, 41]. On the other hand, when comparing the
action-based relation annotation projects of the CORD-19 scholarly
publications13, it is clear that the action-based relation annotation
model considering subject and object as the only relation types [24]
allows a better accuracy of machine learning than the ones using
SAT+R annotation model [41]. Although the efficiency of the super-
vised machine learning from action-based semantic annotations
seems to significantly vary from a project to another, its accuracy
seems to be always inferior to the one of concept-based relation
annotation [9]. To study the reasons behind these results, we will
discuss all the data models for CORD-19 semantic annotations by
applying them to four examples as shown in Table 3.

12Knowledge resources involve online encyclopedias, mainly Wikipedia [35] and
knowledge graphs, particularly Wikidata and DBpedia [37].
13Detailed statistics and human efforts to develop a corpus of manual CORD-19 named
entity annotations for Piad-Morffis et al. (2020) [41] are available at https://github.
com/knowledge-learning/cord19-ann/tree/master/data/output/packs/submitted.

Table 3: Sample excerpts about the COVID-19 disease.

Identifier Example

S1 The pathogenesis of COVID-19 is caused by the
molecular aspects of SARS-CoV-2 virus

S2 Anemia is rarely a symptom of COVID-19 disease
S3 The development of vaccines by firms will cer-

tainly not be a very short journey
S4 The maximal incubation period for COVID-19 is

14 days

The achievement of limited accuracy for named entity annota-
tion, particularly in the context of human annotations, is explained
by a lack of an exhaustive definition of the annotation granular-
ity causing the appearance of differences in text span annotation
habits between different humans and systems [53]. This matter
is common in biomedical natural language processing as most of
the subjects and objects of annotated sentences are not just con-
stituted of one term [53]. As shown in the examples S1-S4, noun
phrases are commonly used as subjects and objects of sentences
[38]. These noun phrases can begin with an article (e.g., the patho-
genesis [S1], a symptom [S2], 14 days [S4]) and include a preposition
(e.g., pathogenesis of COVID-19 [S1], symptom of COVID-19 disease
[S2], development of vaccines by firms [S3], maximal incubation
period for COVID-19 [S4]), an adjective (e.g., molecular aspects [S1],
short journey [S3], maximal incubation period [S4]), an adverb (e.g.
very short journey [S3]), or a compound noun (e.g., SARS-CoV-2 virus
[S4], COVID-19 disease [S2], maximal incubation period [S4]). Here,
two major concerns should be highlighted. Articles, prepositions,
and conjunctions are generally considered in Natural Language
Processing as stop words that should not be taken into consider-
ation in topic modeling and other interesting tasks [1]. However,
the consideration of such noun phrase constituents in the text span
annotations has not been discussed as it should be and this is what
explains the significant disagreements between human experts in
annotating named entities in CORD-19 scholarly publications [41].

Furthermore, noun phrases (mainly compound nouns and the
ones including prepositions) involve substring terms that exist in
reference ontologies and that can be annotated as well. For example,
COVID-19 pandemic14 can be considered as one term and can be
split apart and annotated as two terms COVID-1915 and pandemic16.
That is why detailed guidelines should be defined to outline the
constraints for semantic annotation overlapping and for defining
the situations when a word or adjective can be included in a text
span annotation. This can enhance the preservation of a unique
and accurate normalized representation of semantic annotations
for named entities in a sentence and consequently ameliorate the
quality of supervised machine learning from manually curated
semantic annotations. Such a normalization work should take into
consideration the types of relations that will be considered to link
between named entity annotations. Effectively, the adoption of

14Wikidata:Q81068910
15Wikidata:Q84263196
16Wikidata:Q12184

https://github.com/knowledge-learning/cord19-ann/tree/master/data/output/packs/submitted.
https://github.com/knowledge-learning/cord19-ann/tree/master/data/output/packs/submitted.
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several relation types by a given data model can influence the
tendencies of users related to the granularity and uniqueness of
concept annotation (e.g., is-a, part-of, and has-property) as it can
be found by comparing the results of Hope, et al. (2021) [24] to the
ones of Piad-Morffis, et al. (2020) [41]. Despite the limitations of
named entity annotations, their situation seems to be significantly
better than the one of action text span annotations [24, 41]. The
identification of verbs in a given sentence is tricky particularly
because many factors should be considered when deciding the
beginning and the end of a text span annotations for actions.

First, a significant portion of verbs uses adverbs [34] and nega-
tion [16] to emphasize the order, certainty, and frequency of facts.
Example S3 (Table 3) is a typical sentence illustrating this. On the
one hand, the verb in this example is in the negative form (i.e.,
will not be). On the other hand, an adverb (i.e., certainly) has been
embedded to confirm the statement. Both negation and adverbs
provide an important piece of information about the action and
should be considered when annotating verbs in textual resources.
However, it will be crucial to know if this implies the inclusion
of the negation and adverbs in the text span annotation of each
action, particularly because this will alter the complexity of the
construction of knowledge graphs from the action-based semantic
annotations due to a lack of normalization of actions.

Second, the verb conjugation is complicated in itself as it uses
modal verbs (e.g., can, should), suffixes (e.g. -ed, -ing, and –s), and
compound tenses (e.g., will be [S3]) [16]. It is important to inves-
tigate why and how modal verbs should be a part of the action
semantic annotations, particularly as they outline important char-
acteristics of the action. For example, the negation and adverbs can
be substituted by an attribute of the action annotation (emphasized,
diminished, uncertain, and negated) as represented in the SAT+R
models [41]. Similarly, it is interesting to see whether the suffixes of
the conjugated verbs should be included in the text span annotation
of actions or whether only the verb stem should be included in the
annotation (e.g., caused → cause) to ensure a full normalization of
the list of annotated actions and consequently to easily construct
knowledge graphs from action-based relation annotations [3].

Third, the use of the passive voice is common in scholarly publi-
cations and that is why annotating an action in a passive sentence
can be a common challenge for annotators [44]. In such a situation,
they are many ways to annotate an action as shown in Figure 6.
These ways are motivated by what we have discussed about lemma-
tization, compound nouns, and prepositions. It will be important
to decide the way that is most appropriate for action-based seman-
tic annotation to avoid divergence is the annotation of actions in
passive voice and consequently to prevent inconsistencies in the
machine learning of action-based relation annotations.

Figure 6: Examples of action-based semantic annotations for
S1: Action (Yellow), Subject (Red), and Object (Green).

Although concept-based relation annotations can be practically
less difficult from the perspective of data modeling than action-
based relation annotations, they suffer from slight limitations that
block the achievement of an absolute agreement between manual
annotators and consequently a right efficiency of machine learn-
ing algorithms for concept-based relation annotation projects [36].
These limitations are mainly related to the choice between a relation
type and its reverse when both are supported by the annotation data
model (e.g., medical condition treated and drug used for treatment),
to the choice between two close relation types (e.g., significant drug
interaction and significant protein interaction), and the choice of the
sense of annotation of a symmetric relation (e.g., significant drug in-
teraction) [36]. This deficiency should encourage the development
of guidelines to handle reverse and symmetric relation types in
concept-based relation annotation projects so that better accuracy
rates for such initiatives can be easily achieved.

6 CONCLUSION
In this systematic review, we provided an overview of the data
models used to annotate the CORD-19 scholarly publications. We
outlined the state-of-the-art of the topic and we explained the
data models used to annotate biomedical scholarly publications,
mainly during the COVID-19 pandemic. We discussed the advan-
tages of each data model of semantic annotations and we provided
an overview of the major matters limiting their practical efficiency,
particularly the text span annotation granularity and the assign-
ment of relation types and attributes. Solving such problems can
help enhance the accuracy of semantic annotation projects and
better the robustness of knowledge-based systems. As a future di-
rection of this paper, we propose to develop our work by including
other bibliographic databases such as Web of Science, PubMed, and
Scopus and by applying visualization tools such as Bibliometrix on
the bibliographic metadata of the considered scholarly evidences
for a more detailed explanation of the research dynamics behind
semantic annotation projects for the CORD-19 dataset [2]. Further-
more, we propose to establish detailed guidelines for annotating
textual resources in a standardized way by considering the limi-
tations of semantic annotation data models and then to develop a
machine-readable edition of these rules to ameliorate fully auto-
mated semantic annotation algorithms.
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